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The Age of Heroes (1951 – 1988)
Fritz Zwicky (Zwicky 1951) – first
claimed detection of ICL (Coma)



The Age of Heroes (1951 – 1988)

Gerard de Vaucouleurs (de
Vaucouleurs 1960 ; 1970) –Vaucouleurs 1960 ; 1970)
ICL does not solve the
“missing mass” problem, and
has a low surface brightness
(Coma)



The Age of Heroes (1951 – 1988)

James Gunn – (Gunn 1969; Gunn
et al. 1975) – ICL is real in Coma



The Age of Heroes (1951 – 1988)

William Baum & Augustus
Oemler (Baum 1973; OemlerOemler (Baum 1973; Oemler
1973) ICL exists in multiple
clusters (16-35% of total optical
light)



The Age of Heroes (1951 – 1988)

Elliot Malumuth (Malumuth et al.
1981; 1984) – First statistical study
of ICL in multiple clusters. ICL
fraction may be proportional to
richness



The Age of Heroes (1951 – 1988)
George Abell: “…We also note
that many of the clusters in the
catalog have a very faint
background light, typically
diff d th h t th t ldiffused throughout the central
region of the cluster… (Abell et
al. 1989)



The Age of Heroes (1951 – 1988)

Other Heroes include Kormendy et
al. (1974), Mattila (1977), Thuan et
al. (1977)

and Melnick, White &
Hoessel (1977), who
mounted a 2” telescope on
top of the Palomar 60”
telescope to measure the
sky simultaneously in their
ICL observations of Coma.



The early CCD era (1989 – 1998)
Struble (1988) – A 545
Davies et al. (1989) – A1367
Uson et al. (1991a; 1991b) –
A2029, 910, 1413, 1763, 2218
S h i k t l (1994) A2670Scheick et al. (1994) – A2670
Vilchez-Gomez (1994) – A2390,
Cl 1613+31
Tyson et al. (1995; 1998) –
A1689, Cl 0024+1654
Boughn et al. (1997) – A115,
403, 2397

ICL Fractions: vary between

Abell 2029 (Uson et al. 1991)

0-45%
Optical Colors: vary wildly
(some blue, some red)
Infrared emission: identical
to the normal stellar
population (ICL is not
comprised of brown dwarfs)



Observing ICL is difficult because:
1. The signal is, at best, five magnitudes fainter than the night sky
2. Many systematic effects can swamp the results you wish to obtain
(simulation by Chris Mihos, error model from Feldmeier et al. 2002)



Obstacles – Sky Subtraction
The effect of a 0.01% error
in sky subtraction at faint
magnitudes (Gonzalez et
al 2000)al. 2000)

The exact method of sky
subtraction (adopting a
constant, fitting a plane, or
adopting a higher-order
function) differs between
research groups.



Obstacles – Flat-Fielding
Flat-fielding to a precision of
0.1% is critical. Do this one
of two ways:

1 T k l b f1. Take large number of
dark-sky flats, taken at
locations with little
scattered light.

2. Do drift scanning
observations, where each
pixel in the final image
has been read through anhas been read through an
entire column of the CCD.



Obstacles – Determining the large-scale
PSF, and reducing scattered light

The PSF of any object
goes out a great distance.

At large radii, the profile is
caused by dust and
imperfections in the
telescope . Scattered light
from bright stars must be
removed from the images,
masked (or both).

In this example, by Krick
and Bernstein (2007), the
PSF has a complex
structure.



Obstacles – Determining the large-scale
PSF, and reducing scattered light

By careful baffling, the
scattered light profile can
be significantly reduced.g y

Comparison of the large-
scale PSF, using the same
star, in the same galaxy
cluster, using two different
telescopes (Feldmeier et
al. 2009)



Co-addition, masking, PSF subtraction, and wavelet sky subtraction
(Gonzalez et al. 2005)



Obstacles – Separating the ICL
from the BCG/cD/Other Galaxies

Example data
from Seigar et
al. (2007)

…Whether this diffuse light is called the cD envelope or diffuse intergalactic light is
a matter of semantics; it is a diffuse component which is distributed with elliptical
symmetry about the center of the cluster potential.’… (Uson et al. 1991)



ICL Surface Brightness Survey Goals

• Image a sample of a dozen galaxy clusters over a range of
richness, concentration and sub-structure

• Determine the absolute and relative amount of ICL in each
cluster

• Determine the frequency of tidal debris in these clusters

• 13 clusters observed at the KPNO 2-m (39 nights: Abell
84, 98, 545, 801, 1234, 1413, 1553, 1650, 1914, 1937,
1954, 2443, and MKW 7)



Tidal debris is common and can be luminous
MKW 7 µ = 25.6 (V ~ -17) Abell 1914 – µ = 26.4 (V ~ -21.3)



Abell 1413: An extremely elongated cD

Ellipticity = 0.71 Probable Grav. Lensing system

µV= 20 − 24 µV= 24 − 26

µV= 26 − 27 µV= 27 − 28



Intracluster light has different spatial
distributions

Abell 801 Abell 1914

10 – 20% of light in these clusters is intracluster in nature



Las Campanas ICL survey
- 30 Abell clusters
- Data taken with the 1-m Swope
telescope, in drift-scanning mode
(Gonzalez et al. 2000, 2005, 2007)

S l f d l t ith- Sample focused on clusters with
dominant central galaxies, i-band



Du Pont ICL Survey
-10 Abell clusters, taken with the 2.5m Du Pont and the 1-m Swope
(Krick et al. 2006, 2007), B, V, r observations
- B-r colors vary from 1.5 to 2.8
- First attempt to measure ICL changes with redshift, and to account for selection
effects that will occur in a limited redshift sample. ICL fraction appears to be
insensitive to cluster mass and to decrease with redshift in agreement withinsensitive to cluster mass, and to decrease with redshift, in agreement with
hierarchical clustering.



La Palma ICL Survey
- Patel et al. (2006), mostly about BCG profiles, more papers planned
- 49 clusters, X-ray selected B,r’ observations at the 2.4m INT. Uses chip

mosaic
- Offsets small between BCG centers and cluster centers, implying

clusters have a cuspy core
- Argues that the Petrosian index may allow a way to separate the BCG

and the ICL cleanly
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Abell 1914 – ICL with Dark Matter?
Feldmeier et al. (2004) Dahle et al. (2002)



Abell 1914 – ICL with Dark Matter?
Feldmeier et al. (2004) Dahle et al. (2002)



Abell 545 (aka the “starpile”)
Struble (1988),
Salinas et al.
(2007); Salinas
(this conference),
Feldmeier et al.
(2009)

Determining the light profile is non-trivial due to
saturated star, but morphology is unusual
(smaller), and seems to be truncated. More
work will be needed to determine the nature of
this source.



Conclusions
-ICL is common in galaxy clusters.
-Despite significant observational obstacles, many

fgroups have observed it successfully in moderate
redshift clusters, using 1-m and 2-m class
telescopes.
-The ICL fractions found vary from 10-45%, with the
median being around 15-20%
-Tidal debris in the form of plumes and filaments is-Tidal debris, in the form of plumes, and filaments is
common in these clusters.
-All the efforts to date show that ICL is an integral
part of galaxy clusters, and gives insight into cluster
evolution.



Future Work and Nagging Questions:
•Current ICL samples are possible, but take an enormous amount of work. How could
we scale the work to larger samples?
• Additional ICL samples are needed at:

•“lower” redshift but much larger imagers will be needed for good sky subtraction• lower redshift – but much larger imagers will be needed for good sky subtraction
•“higher” redshift – would like to get to z ~ 1, but due to cosmological dimming, will
be very difficult.

•Observations need to be better calibrated between observational groups and theoretical
simulations of clusters:

•Common definitions and procedures
•Possibly, a ICL “standard”, similar to the role NGC 3379 used to play for elliptical
galaxy surface photometry?

•Have we really accounted for all systematic uncertainties?Have we really accounted for all systematic uncertainties?
•For example, the paper of Zackrisson et al .(2009) claims that sky subtraction may
be incorrect in the standard manner.

•Wildly speculative idea – would a 1-m class space-based telescope optimized for
surface photometry make any scientific sense at all? Getting above the airglow
emission, and having a stable platform might improve the situation dramatically, or other
systematic effects might kill such a plan.


